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ABSTRACT : A study of inclusive A production in a bubble 

cbanbei' K p experiment at 8.25 GciV/c ( prosont sensitivity about 50 evts/^U-b) 

i s reported. A comparison with£° and Y inclusive production is made. Tho 

inclusive A. production is studied in the framo-vork of the triple-Reggo model. 
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I- INTRODUCTION 

The main interest in the inclusive reaction 

K~p-> A + X (I) 

arises from the fact that the f\ carries with it the charge» strangeness 
and baryon numbers of the initial system.Especially, in the target and beam 
fragmentation regions» the ft's are produced by a K or K and a baryon 
exchange respectively. This may give a way of studying off-shell KK and pp 
scattering provided that the exchanged particle is actually a K or a p [l6j. 

Some information on reaction (I) is now available in the Pi_ h 

range from A to 32 GeV/c Q-Bjand simple triple Regge analysis performed in 
some of these experiments ^2,4,7^ have found some evidence that the exchange 
in target region is in fact a mixture of K and X . 

In this study based on a new high statistics bubble chamber 
experiment, we have performed a triple Regge analysis including polarization 
information. We also study the influence of 21° and £(1385) production on the 
A sample. It is shown that the reaction 

K~p-*2: 0+X (2) 

has the same properties as reaction (I) except for polarization. 

The data used In this analysis and their general features are 
presented in section 2 and section 3 respectively. Distinction between "true" 
A and A coming frora£ * is made in section 4 where inclusive £ • production 

is studied and section 5 is devoted to £(1385) production. Finally» the triple 
Regge analysis is performed in section 6 and conclusion are drawn in section 7. 

2- EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLE 

The data come from exposures of the CERN 2m HBC to an RF 
separated beam of 8.25 GeV/c K particles. The present sample has been obtained 
from 1(5 million pictures corresponding to about SO events/ ub. This represents 
•bout 1/3 of the final sensitivity. 



The scanning and measuring was restricted to events with at 
least one visible V°. The events were measured at CERE and Paris with spiral 
readers in Birmingham with an HPD, in Glasgow with SMPc and in Michigan by 
conventional hand measuring devices. After processing the measurements through 
standard geometry-kinematics program chains, ionization information was used 
to reduce the ambiguities between different mass hypotheses. 69,000 V° gave .in 

associate! A. fit with a confidence level better than 5% and H(p7t) in the range 
1 .11 -1.122 GeV. " 

In order to study Tand K* contamination, (e e ) and (\ /<. ) 
effective/have been calculated for each accepted A . Removing the events with 
M(e e ) below 0.02 GeV eliminates a clear T contamination. The loss of good 
h's due to this procedure is less than 0.5!?. The (K K ) mass spectrum shows 
a K° contamination estimated to 0.5%. For this reason, the A/K p ambiguities 
have been resolved in favour of the A. The final f\ sample consists of 63339 
events inside the fiducial volume. 

Cross section normalization was determined from the observed 
number of beam b decays within the same fiducial volume. After corrections for 
scanning and measuring efficiencies, geometrical losses, the cuts mentioned 
above;and unseen decay modes?theA inclusive cross-section is determined to be 
<3.35 - 0.20 ) rab. Included in this figure are A's resulting from £ c decay. 
At no place, in this paper we will distinguish between these A particles and 
the "true" produced ones, except in section 4 where inclusive! production is 
studied. 

All cross sections presented are corrected for geometrical losses 
and unseen decay modes. The average weight to compensate for the rejection ofA's 
with a short projected length or decaying outside the fiducial volume was 
found to be 1.15. 

3- GENERAL .FEATURES OF THE REACTION K"-f>-> A/T*+X 

3.1. Momentum distributions 

The invariant inclusive cross section in terms of the variable 

where f;,p_„), and p are respectively the tool energy, the maximum longitudinal 
and the transverse momentum of the A in the cm. system it shown in fig. I together 
with result» published at 4.2 [2] and 14.3 [l] GeV/c. The almcnco of scaling 
in this energy range is confirmed. The change of the shape of the distribution 
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is reflected in the mean x value . x > „ . At 8.25 GeV/c, 'x-. =-0.135-0.002 
" — - t. 

+ UOJ + 
to be compared to.'jc,! «-0.H1 - 0.005 at 3.93 GcV/c |ând... x / „—0.183-0.005 
at 14.3 GeV/c 1.1 J . 

The d'.r/dp' distribution for reaction (1) follows the exponential 

tip,1 

+ -2 
The fitted slope parameter is B=3.39 -0.02 (GeV/c) and the 

2 + "2 
corresponding •'. p,_ >and < p_> values are respectively (0.295-0.002)(GeV/cj 
and (0.481 * 0.002)(GeV/c). 

Figure 2 sho 
32 GeV/c. The mean transverse momentum shows the usual dépendance on x(fig,3). 

3.2 Recoiling mass Byatem 

The distribution of the mass, of the system recoiling to the is shown 
in figure 4 where the contributions of the target ( |t|< 1.5 GeV ) and the 2 beam ( luj -* 1.5 GeV ) fragmentation regiona have been separated. The f, , 
0 » f' * u'» 4* and A- signals are present in the "K " K scattering region 
whereas in the backward region, onlu someK 0, (5 -u>and'V can be seen, 
corresponding to an off-shell "p"p coupling. 

3.3 A polarization 

The polarization P / ( of Che A 

where q is the unit vector along the direction of the proton in the / rest 
frame and n the unit vector normal to the A production plane, & is the 
decay asymmetry parameter (taken as .À -0.647) and N is the number of observed 
event! has been calculated as a function of x ( fig 5 ) . 

The general trend of the polarization behaviour is very similar 
to that obtained at various beam momenta 0,3,5] . Except in the resonance 
region,(x? -I), the A has no polarization when produced backwards in the 
overall center of mass system ; on the contrary, significant negative 
polarization is found in the forward region, in particular in the extreme 
forward region which is dominated by the baryon exchange procesn K p-^Aii0, 



Figure 6 shows that P . increases ( in Absolute value) with p in the beam 

fragmentation region. The variations of P, with M'(fig 7) will be discussed in 

the framework of the triple Regge model in section 6. 

The influence of A's coming from /_ decaus on the "true" 

polarization will be discussed in the next Bcction. 

4. i- production 

Besides the intrinsic interest of the 71. production, it is also 

interesting to know how it modifies the inclusive directly produced A properties. 

In our sample, there are about 9000 events with a X fit. 

However, about 2/3 of them are ambiguous with a higher constrained A fit-such ?• fits 

have been eliminated. The final sample has been obtained by removing events with 

a confidence level less than 10% or a ^reconstructed mass i,tneutral missing mass 

including theA at the production vertex , outside the interval 1.06 and 1.34 GeV. 

For the accepted events, the angle between the X * and theA directions in the I": 

rest frame has been found to be flat, indicating that the final sample is 

free from important contamination. We are left with 1707 events corresponding to 

the reaction 

K p —T X + X,with no unseen neutral in X,,(3) 

The corresponding cross section is evaluated to be[lI0 - 10'A*-b . For the 

comparison we have also studied the reaction 

K p -*• A + X, with no unseen neutral in X ,(4) 

Events belonging to this channel are usual 4C fit events; 

we have 4682 such events corresponding to a cross section of \265 - I5}i»b . 

Therefore, the Z'/[t\t>- ") cross sections ratio in reaction(3) and (4) is 30% and 

agrees with its evaluation made at 14.3 GeV/c in the total inclusive reactions, 

which i& 25% \j\ . In figure 8, we show the invariant x distributions for both 

reactions(3) and (4); they are similar but different from the total inclusive one 
2 2 

(fig I). The p„ distributions follow an exponential law with O T > * being 

(0.34*O.0l)(GeV/c)2 for reaction (3) and (0.325*0.005) (GeV/c)2 j for reaction (4) 

the valucB are compatible, but slightly higher than the total value (0.295*0.002). 

Finally the M distributions (fig.9) are also similar, but different from the total 

H distribution ( fig.Vï.The differences between the reaction (3) and (4) on one 

hand and reaction (1) on the other can be attributed to the absence of unseen 

neutrals , in particularrfin the X system. For instance, this suppresses the 0 

w , tJ and A„ signals in the M distributions. 

* Quoted errors include no systematic contribution. J 
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For instance» the preceding, features strongly suggest thai; A and ; 

production have similar properties. The extrapolation to the total inclusive reaction 

would imply that it is unnecessary to remove the /- "" contamination. 

He can furthermore study tiie .1 polarization. Indeed, though the ~ 

decays electromagnetically, the A remembers this polarization. The decay angular 

distribution is given by >9- î 

dJi __ - A N - u ? r Lo'iQ U-./-I'] 

where /"-' is the angle between the /\ and the production normal andH' is the angle 

between the decay proton ( in the A rest frame ) and the/\ ( in the Z° *est frame ). 

This provides the ?r value by the formula 

P r = - 2 < ^^ o>vF> 

This polarization has been calculated in 4 tins in x (Table I ) and compared to the 

polarization in the corresponding reaction (4). Negative polarization is found in the 

backward region where the is unpolarized,' and, on the contrary,there is no polarization 

in the forward region where the A is strongly polarized .The; contribution of the /,. ' 

to the true polarization can be estimated by the formula : : 

pobserved p true + 0 , 3 P ^ 

(\ A A 

where P'~ is the component of the polarization of the A coming from the •.decay along 

the normal to this l\ "production" plane. We see in Table I that P is almost equal 

to zero so that the £"' contribution to the overall f\ sample attenuates the "true" ,\ 

polarization by a factor 0.7. 

5. X (1385) inclusive production 

5.1_ Total cross sections 

The inclusive Kli. , i\\C and An * effective mass distributions are 

shown in fig.10. Copious 7 (1385) production is seen i no other resonant seems to 

be present. The inclusive cross sections have been calculated by fitting the mass 

distributions to the formula 

where BG rcprenentu the background and BW is a relativiatic Breil:-Wignar function with 

energy independent width. 



The background uns parametrized by a sixth order polynomial. The fitted values of 
mass, width and cross-section (corrected for unseen decay modes ) for the charged 
y (1385) are given in table II, The use of the background expression 

BG = (M-M h ) a e" b M ,M t h =1.255 GeV/c2 

gives within errors the same results» 
+ 

Figure 11 summarizes available data on ̂ (1385) cross 
sections ,10-13 . It can be seen that 2.(1385) cross sections remain constant 
over the whole range of incident momentum at about 250 i. b,whereas ;.'(I385) cross 
section decreases and flattens off at about 350 j.vb for P. *•- 15 GeV. 

The problem of / (1385)° cross section determination is similar 
to that of the Y„ c, We have calculated the cross section for the reaction 

K~p -*•£.( 1385) *+X, with no unseen neutral in X (5) 
which can be compared to reactions (3) and (',), This cross section has been obtained 
by a fit similar to that of charged >._ (1385) except that the ,.X 1385)° width has been 
fixed to 40 MeV. The fitted mass obtained is 1,389 -.003 GeV and the cross section 
for reaction (5) corrected for unseen decay modes is (30 - 8)ub, 

J 

5.2 Differential cross sections 

Each differential cross section has been obtained by fitting 
the /\tt effective mass for different intervals of the studied variable. Masses and 
widths of the ,.':have been fixed to the values listed in Table II, and the exponential 
form of the BG term has been retained. It has been checked that the integral of each 
differential cross section gives the correct total cross section. 

Figure 12 displays the invariant crosG sections for\(l385) 
and .L.(1385) productions. The distributions differ considerably in the x«v-l, region, 
whereas, in the central and beam fragmentation regions, they are very similar. 
This behaviour can be understood in terras of possible exchanges : in the target fragmci 
tation region, kaon. exchange is allowed for~(l385) production only, whereas ./.. 
exchange is suppressed for both charges in the forward region, 
A» in the cnue o£ inclusive (\ production, both 1(1385)" invariant distributions do not 
•how a scaling behaviour compared to the same distributions between 4.2 and 16 GcV/c 
[10-12] . 

9 
The d'r/dn, distributions, plotted in fig.13 ara exponential 

£or both charges; the fitted slope parameters ore (2.93 - 0.1l)(GoV/c-2 for j" (1385)* 
+ -2 - 9 

and (2.97 - 0,17 ) (OeV/c) for £(1385) j they correspond to mean values o£ p± 
of (0,341 ip,QI3) (GeV/c)2 and (0.337 - 0.020) (GoV/c)2 respectively. 



The same procedure has been applied to the mass recoiling to Llio 
1(1385) . The general shape of the distributions is the same as for the muss 
recoiling to the A(fig.A) ; especially, the ft. peak is present. 

5.3- Influence of V(138|5)i on distributions for inclusive 
production. 

The total .1(1385) production constitutes about 25% of the inclusive 
cross section. To study the influence on the "direct" A inclusive distributions, 

we have substracted the contribution of/ 's decaying from charged \~ (1385) 
2 

production to F(x) and M distributions. As the p_ distributions are nearly similar 
for (\ and —(1385) ~, we have not performed any sub traction for this quantity. 

Figure 14 shows F(x) for inclusive production before and after 
sub traction. It is seen that the elimination of the *i.( 1385) increases the 
relative contribution of the fragmentation regions. 

2 •• 

The effect on the M distributions is shown in figure 15 for total, 
target and beam fragmentation regions. In the beam fragmentation, the ;T(1385) 
contribution is small, while in the overall and target fragmentation distributions, 
the large mass regions are more depopulated. 

6. Triple Regge analysis 

2 s Under the assumption of large s, M and —=• » the inclusive 
a M 

double differential cross-section for reaction b —r- c is given in the 
Mueller-Regge formalism by : 

where the summation over i(j) and k corresponds to a summation over the Regge 
trejectories coupling to the ac and bb vertices respectively. Similarly, the 
polarization of the particle c is given, in the same formalism, by [*$ 

it 1B also predicted that P... is zero if i-j o£ if i and j are reggeons of 
opponitc parities. For the sake of simplicity, the exchange of an effective 
trajectory is considered. 



At the present time, such an analysis has already been performed 
r -t 2 2 

in reaction (I) [2,4,7] on the d j"/dt d(M /S) distributions. The 

polarization formula (7), however, has only provided a qualitative 

explanation for *be polarization data 13,5,7] « In this section, wc 

perform a complete triple Regge analysis with s dépendance and polari

sation effects study. 

2 

In target and beam, fragmentation regions, defined respectively as. 

lt|;1.5 GeV 2 and \u\ < 1.5 GeV 2, the d2-,. /dt <K 2/s ) distributions 

bave been fitted for various momentum transfer intervals to the formula 

£/U(H7'J 

where G(t) and b(t) are the parameters. Successful fits are obtained for 

data above the resonant region (M /s /_, . I ) . The values of b fitted 

in the beam (t) and target (u) fragmentation region arc gathered in 

table III. A straight line fit has been performed for b(t)and b(u) yielding 

the following results. 

b(t) = (0.39 - 0.06 ) - (1.72 - 0.07 ) t 

b(u) - (0.91 - 0.13 ) - (1.58 * 0.12 ) u 

From the values of b evaluated in the previous paragraph 

one can determine the parameters of the exchanged trajectory-tfrora the 

relation 

Ut):=olilo)-£,X;ll-) 

but this requires the evaluation of (0). In principle» one 

should obtain this value by fitting in both fragmentation regions the 
2 2 ? 2 d X/dt d(M /s) distributions or the equivalent 13/ ft p d '.;/dxdp,. *} / \ t max x 

at different energies to the s i'*0^ power law. Since more data 

are available on the F(x) distribution, ve have used this integrated 

distribution to calculate tf.{0). 



In figure 16, we have plotted the F(x) values for 
different s values \\~S~\ at x =.45, .55, .65, .75, Simultaneous fits for 
positive x values and for negative x values give 

j'i. (0) - .078 - .013 for proton fragmentation region 
and ..!; (0) ~ .047 - .020 for kaon fragmentation region. 

The first value, corresponding to the trajectory coupling to KK, is suggestive 
of thev", -f ' trajectory J4 ; as to the second value, corresponding to pp 
coupling, this intercept is compatible with the exotic pp channel, 

6,3. Effective trajectories 

From these values of C\;(0), we are able to deduce the 
parameters of the effectively exchanged trajectories (fig.17). Straight line fits 
shows that 

:x-&\ « (-0.15 ±0.04) + (0'.86 -0.04 )t 
and ,^{i,.) « (-0.43 ±0.07) + (0,79 ±0.06 )u 

In the target fragmentation region, our fitted trajectory 
and especially its intercept favours the K trajectory over the K (890 ) one. 
In the beam fragmentation, region, the trajectory is compatible with the nucléon 

The effect of the ]T_( 1385) ' production on the trajectories 
can be seen from fig.15. As itVSontribute preferentially to the high M values 
in the target fragmentation region, its substraction will lower the b(t) values 
by an estimated amount of 0.10. This will cause a raise of the 'K' effective 
trajectory by a value of 0.05almost compatible with the error on the intercept 
value, 

6.4. Polarization effects 

Fig.18 shows the polarized cross section Ji' ' '• >U for 

various u intervals. Polarization is found to increase (inbbsolute vtilue ) with 
M /s in the beam fragmentation rogion for |'̂.\>.4 GeV . A fit to the fon.uilu ( 7) 
has been tried ; thou jh li values are very bad for these fits the shape of the 
data is reproduced with b(u) values as indicated on the figure |8. This analysis 
cannot however be carried out further because of insufficient statistics to get 
the polarized cross section without largu fluctuations in smaller u and H"/s biiiB, 
It shows however that the polarized cross section (6) reproduces the data. 
Finally, we have to note that the polarization comes out from the interference 
of two exchanges suggesting Che existence of another baryonic exchange with 
small amplitude. 



7. Discussion and conclusion 

The most important features brought out in this analysis 
are the following; 

i) Scaling properties : No evidence for scaling in.'>, ov .1.(1385; 
production is found in the invariant cross-sections. Backward and forward A 
production proceeding by kaonic and baryonic exchanges respectively decreases 
ae p- . increases. Similarly, /. (1385) backward production ( involving kaon 
exchange ) also decreases whereas forward X( 1385) production seems to be non 
existant ; it is one more evidence for the suppression of A exchange U-'i!. 

ii) Comparison of f' and ̂ ^productions. TheV_° production has been 
studied i» the channels with no unseen neutral and compared to the corresponding 
f\ channels. Strong similarities in the momentum and recoiling mass are found, 
Differences occur in the polarization values as the A is polarized in che forward 
region and the I_"in the backward region. 

iii) Cross sections: We estimate that the " direct"/\( "direct «not 
decay- product of " o r L( 1385)) production amounts to about 1600 r-b whereas 
the " direct" T° one is about 900 |A1>« The ]T 0385) 1 cross section is about 435 
and 270 j-b for positive and negative charges and is estimated to 215 ub for 
neutral /(1385)C. 

iv) Triple Kegge analysis : It cornea out from this analysis that, 
^ '•".'Si'-< ' •,) 

in the target fragmentation region, our data favour K versus K (890)\'while 
the nucléon trajectory is dominant in the beam fragmentation region. The 
polarization has been shown to follow the triple Regge formula. Its non aero 
value for !u,<1.5(GeV) suggests the existence of another exchange in addition 
to the proton one. 
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TABLE CAPTIONS 

Tabic I A and \ polarization as a function of x in reaction (3) and 
CO. 

Table II Fitted values of mass, width and cross section for2. (1385)" 

Table III Fitted values of the b parameter. 

L _ J 
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HGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. I Invariant cross sections for reaction(l). 0 and X réfère to 

4.2 \~2] and 14.3 flj GeV/c respectively. 

Fig.2 < p_,> variations with Pi_i. ï* î e a r r o w indicates our data. 

Fig.3 •; p >variatons with x. 

Fig.4 . Recoiling mass spectrum for all events (a),far events with 

ltlO.5 GeV2(b) and ju| < 1.5 GoV 2 (e). 

Fig.5 /\ polarization as a function of x, 

Fig. 6 /\ polarization as a function of p,„ in the target (0) and beam (x) 

fragmentation regions. 

Fig.7 k polarization as a function of M in the target (0) and beam (x) 

fragmentation regions. 

Fig.8 Invariant cross sections for reaction (3) and (4). 

Fig.9 Recoiling mass spectrum for reaction (3) and (4) 

Fig. 10 ^ K (a)»'^ (b), and ''''̂° (c) effective mass distributions. 

The curves refer to the fits described in the text. 

Fi.g.1! Inclusive cross sections for ̂ ( 1385) (0) and .1.(1385) (x) as a 

function of p, . . The arrows indicate our data, 
lab 

,Fig. 12 Invariant cross sections £or'£(1385)'l'<0) and r.(l385)~(x) 

Fig.13 dv/dPj distribution for T (1385)* (a) and E(l385)"<x>. 

Fig.14 Invariant cross sectiou of the h before and after substraction of 

Ï(1385) contribution. 

o 
Fig, 15 H distribution of the A before and after substraction of ,;. (1385) 

for nil events (a) target (b) and beam (c) fragmentation regions. 

Fig. 16 Variations of F(x) values with s for x (0 (a) and x > 0 (b) • 

Fig.17 Effective trajectories in target (n) and beam (b)frngmancation 

regions. 

Fifi- IS Polarized cross section in the beam fragmentation region.Tho curve 

from » fit of the data to formula (7). 



- 1 . / 0.5 

' ' £ -0.43 - 0.16 

P -0.02 - 0,06 
Me 

v^ -0.15 i 0.05 

-0.5/0.0 

-0 .01 - 0 .19 

-0,08 - 0.06 

0.01 - 0.02 

0.0/0.5 

-0.28 - 0.23 

-0 .16 - 0.07 

-0.01 - 0.01 

0.5/1,0 

0.09 - 0.40 

-0.39 - 0.13 

-0.02 - 0.01 

Has s (GeV) Width (GeV) Cross section ( j>.b) 

£<1385) + 1.381 Î0.002 0.037 Î 0.002 433 ~ 30 

S<1385)~ 1.383 Î0.001 0.044 Î 0.004 269 '- 25 

TABLE I I 

| t | i n t e rva l x range 
S 

Weighted 
Events ub b( t ) \*\ interval 1 M 2 

" * range 
1 S 

Weighted 
Events nb b(u) 

.0-.2 .075-. 150 1179 .50 i .15 .0 - . 2 .075-.125 70 ! 

.2-.4 .075-.250 2668 .95 Î.06 .2 - . 4 .075-.225 : 460 1.42 ±.18 

.4-.6 .075-.350 3439 1.20 ±.05 .4 - . 6 .075-,300 832 1.64 -.12 
. 6 - . 8 .IO0-.400 3400 1.69 ±.06 .6 - . 8 .075-.350 1193 2.02 -.11 

. 8 - 1. .100-.425 2926 1.88 Ï.06 .8 - 1. .125-.«00 • 1503 2.48 -.12 
1.- 1.2 .125-,475 3012 2.22 ±.07 1.- 1.2 .100-.425 i 1832 2.55 ±,09 

1.2-1.4 .150-.475 2',18 2.69 - .10 1.2-1.4 .100-.450 1932 3.04 -.11 
1.4-1.6 .150-.500 2436 3.01 Î.11 1.4-1.6 .125-.475 Î2257 

1 
1 

3.26 ±.12 

TABLE I I I 
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